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Ansgar Schanbacher

Sealing the Land: Recognizing Urban Developments in Past and 
Present Göttingen

Today, it is considered normal that before entering historically and culturally inter-

esting city centers, we have to overcome a broad belt of monotonous suburbs built 

on previously fertile soils. Even a freeway interchange can cover the same surface 

area as the historic center of a small town it passes or dissects. At a glance, it is easy 

to see that a large proportion of built-up areas and their infrastructure have arisen 

in the last few decades. Yet few people seem disturbed by the rapid pace at which 

the landscape has changed. Perhaps the human mind just does not recognize these 

changes. However, such developments did not only take place during the second 

half of the twentieth century. Rather, they are rooted in the nineteenth century 

when together with the acceleration of industrialization, the landscape people had 

been used to for centuries was subjected to a process of radical change. As a result, 

the view of rural landscapes today is often visually ambiguous, as can be observed 

in the Leine River valley in Central Germany.

The wide valley of the Leine River be-

SVDDMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@MCÚ'@MNUDQÚHR�ÚQDK-

atively speaking, a peaceful place. On 

both sides of the dale are rolling hills 

full of green trees. Sometimes a me-

dieval tower shines through, recall-

ing times when knights controlled 

the dues of merchants passing from 

Kassel to Hanover. Yet, in parts of 

the valley, the view is far from empty 

and less than beautiful. Several high-

ways, the national A7 freeway, and 

four railway tracks cut through the 

K@MCRB@OD�ÚVGHBGÚ HRÚÆNNCDCÚVHSGÚ HM-

dustrial developments and residen-

SH@KÚGNTRHMFÚMD@QÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ�ÅFÚ�	

Figure 1
Commercial buildings 
north of Göttingen con-
OPNQ?PA@ÛEJÛ���ÛKJÛSD=PÛ
S=OÛLNAREKQOHUÛCNAAJÛ
space (Source: Author)
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I am wondering what this landscape—which I cross several times per week—looked 

like before industrialization took place, which was ignited by the building of the 

&½SSHMFDMÚSNÚ'@MNUDQÚQ@HKV@XÚHMÚSGDÚ����RÚ'NVÚCHCÚHMG@AHS@MSRÚ@MCÚUHRHSNQRÚA@BJÚ

SGDMÚODQBDHUDÚSGDÚ+DHMDÚ5@KKDX�ÚSGDÚTMHUDQRHSXÚSNVMÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDM�ÚSGDÚRTQQNTMCHMFR�Ú

and the changes taking place?

 

Delving even further into the past helps to provide a better understanding of the 

answers to these questions and a perception of landscape changes across time. In 

my current research, I am therefore working on the environmental history of early 

modern cities, with a focus on how their inhabitants dealt with resource scarcities 

and natural hazards, while trying to bring attention to pre-industrial interactions 

between humans and the environment, including examples of urban agriculture in 

and around cities. For me, the great importance of fertile soils for city inhabitants 

of the eighteenth century is a starting point for looking at developments in the Lei-

ne Valley during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries when the landscape was 

understood as a resource for infrastructure and industry rather than as a fertile 

agricultural plain.

Understanding the concept of landscape can be challenging when one relies solely 

on the interpretation of written sources. By using a multitude of different, some-

times unusual, source materials we can create more tangible and relevant environ-

mental histories of regions such as the Leine Valley. An etching by Matthäus Merian 

C��ÚVGNÚDCHSDCÚ@ÚA@MCÚNEÚ��ÚÅMDÚUNKTLDRÚNEÚSNVMRB@ODRÚHMÚSGDÚRDUDMSDDMSGÚBDMSTQXÚ

(Topographia Germaniae), shows with surprising detail and realism the meadows, 

F@QCDMR�ÚÅDKCR�Ú@MCÚGHKKRÚRTQQNTMCHMFÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@QNTMCÚ����nRBDMDQXÚSG@SÚG@QCKXÚ

BG@MFDCÚTMSHKÚSGDÚ����RÚ�ÅFÚ�	

%NQSTM@SDKX�Ú ENKKNVHMFÚ SGDÚ ENTMCHMFÚNEÚ SGDÚTMHUDQRHSXÚ HMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ HMÚ�����ÚL@MXÚ

students and scholars documented their experiences of landscape changes, allow-

ing historians like myself to gain a more intimate view of the landscape in the eigh-

teenth and nineteenth centuries. One of them, the Danish student Johann Georg 

!¬QDMR�ÚCQ@ESDCÚ@ÚCDRBQHOSHNMÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@MCÚHSRÚRTQQNTMCHMFRÚHMÚ����Ú@KKTCHMFÚ

SNÚSGDÚEDQSHKDÚK@MCR�ÚSGDÚOK@HMÚÅDKCR�Ú@MCÚSGDÚMD@QAXÚUHKK@FDRÚ3GHQSXÚXD@QRÚK@SDQ�ÚSGDÚ

traveler and theologian Christoph Friedrich Rinck from Karlsruhe described how 
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GDÚBNTKCÚNARDQUDÚÅDKCR�ÚVNNCR�ÚBNSS@FDR�Ú@MCÚUHKK@FDRÚVGDMÚRS@MCHMFÚNMÚSGDÚSNVMiRÚ

ramparts. When I tried to repeat his experience by walking these same ramparts 

one cool morning (together with many joggers and dog owners), I also saw much 

green because the circle encompassing the city center is today like a narrow park. 

2S@QSHMFÚHMÚSGDÚ����R�Ú@ESDQÚSGDÚCDENQSHÅB@SHNMÚNEÚSGDÚBHSX�ÚSQDDRÚVDQDÚOK@MSDCÚHMÚSGHRÚ

@QD@Ú8DSÚ(ÚJMNVÚSG@SÚADGHMCÚSGDRDÚSQDDR�ÚSQ@EÅBÚMNVÚQTRGDRÚAXn(ÚBNTKCÚCHRSHMFTHRGÚ

broad streets, noisy construction sites, and high buildings breaching the canopy. 

In contrast, historical sources show that back in the eighteenth century, open land-

RB@ODÚADF@MÚLNQDÚNQÚKDRRÚCHQDBSKXÚADXNMCÚSGDÚBHSXÚF@SDRÚ&½SSHMFDMÚV@RÚ@KRNÚBKD@QKXÚ

separated from neighboring villages such as Weende and Grone, which are today 

integral parts of the city.

One source that has proved particularly informative in gaining an understanding of 

cities and their surroundings in the eighteenth century is a detailed map from 1784 

�ÅFÚ�	Ú"QD@SDCÚCTQHMFÚ@ÚK@MCRB@ODÚRTQUDXÚNEÚSGDÚDKDBSNQ@SDÚNEÚ'@MNUDQÚ�Kurfürsten-

tum Hannover	�ÚHSÚSNNJÚSGDÚNEÅBDQRÚNEÚSGDÚ"NQORÚNEÚ$MFHMDDQRÚ��ÚXD@QRÚSNÚBNLOKDSDÚ

(MÚ HSRÚÅMDÚ KHMDR�ÚNMDÚB@MÚRDDÚMNSÚNMKXÚGNVÚ K@MCÚV@RÚOQDUHNTRKXÚTRDCÚATSÚ@KRNÚ SGDÚ

Figure 2
Matthäus Merian d.Ä. 
#¸PPEJCAJ	Û#AO=IPÚ
ansicht von Westen, 
1641. Copperplate 
etching, 20 × 30.5 cm, 
DPPL���SSS
VAJK
KNC	Û
Contumax GmbH & 
�K
Û'#
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DWSDMRHNMÚNEÚRDSSKDLDMSR�ÚF@QCDMR�ÚÅDKCR�Ú@MCÚLD@CNVRÚ SÚSGDÚSHLD�Ú@OOQNWHL@SDKXÚ

�����ÚBNVR�ÚOHFR�Ú@MCÚRGDDOÚRSHKKÚKHUDCÚHMÚSGDÚBHSXÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDM�ÚVGHBGÚVDQDÚQDFTK@QKXÚ

driven out onto the surrounding pastures directly outside the city gates, as well as 

into the woods in the distance.

The map also shows buildings outside the city that formed an important part of 

economic and social life, which can also be tracked in written sources. There was a 

factory (Fabrique) in the north of Grone, a fulling mill (Walck Müle) and dye works, 

which were part of the city’s prospering textile industry, water mills (Masch Müle) 

along the Leine River, garden cottages, and even restaurants near the moat. When 

BNLO@QHMFÚSGHRÚRTQUDXÚL@OÚVHSGÚSNC@XiRÚK@MCRB@OD�ÚNMDÚOQNLHMDMSÚED@STQDÚNEÚ&½S-

tingen that exists today, but which did not exist in 1784, stands out: the wood east 

Figure 3
Göttingen and its 

surroundings in 1784 
(Source: Kurhannover-
sche Landesaufnahme 
@AOÛ�
Û&=DNDQJ@ANPO	Û
"KHEKÛ���Û#¸PPEJCAJ	Û
O?=HAÛ���	���	Û(#(*Û

Hannover)
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of the town (Hainholz), which is now a popular location for walking and recreation, 

surmounted by a lookout tower called the Bismarckturm. This wooded area was 

QDENQDRSDCÚ EQNLÚ@RÚ QDBDMSKXÚ@RÚ����Ú6GDMÚ KNNJHMFÚ@SÚ SNC@XiRÚVNNCRÚ@QNTMCÚ&½S-

tingen, a curious and informed eye can distinguish the areas that were previously 

species-rich, with a mixture of old and young trees, shrubs, and coppice, from the 

monotonous high canopy forests that shape our current view of a “normal” wood, 

thus translating the present landscape into historical insights.

 QNTMCÚ�����Ú KD@UHMFÚ@Ú SNVMÚ KHJDÚ&½SSHMFDMÚV@RÚ Q@SGDQÚD@RXnRNÚLTBGÚRNÚ SG@SÚ HSÚ

DUDMÚHMROHQDCÚSGDÚVQHSHMFRÚNEÚ@TSGNQRÚRTBGÚ@RÚ'DHMQHBGÚ'DHMD�ÚVGNÚKHUDCÚHMÚ&½SSHM-

gen for a short time in 1820 and again in 1824/25 while he completed his legal stud-

ies. On departing the town in 1824 to wander to the famous Brocken—the highest 

point of the Harz mountains—he described his feelings in Harzreise after passing 

the Weender Gate to the north of the city.

Fresh morning air blew over the road, the birds sang cheerily, and little by little, with 

the breeze and the birds, my mind also became fresh and cheerful. […] Milk-maids 

occasionally passed, as did also donkey drivers, with their grey pupils.

Today, the scene described by Heine in the above revelation is dominated by noisy major 

roads leading to a freeway, a gas station, and multistory buildings. While the scenery 

depicted by Heine in Harzreise may appear quaint, even nostalgic, to the contemporary 

sensibility so often besieged by the noise and pollution created by industrialized lands-

capes, it was not approved of by everyone at the time. Supporters of “progress” in high 

positions within the city administration, such as the mayor Georg Julius Philipp Merkel, in 

QDSQNRODBSÚBNLOK@HMDCÚ@ANTSÚSGDÚITLAKDÚNEÚÅDKCÚO@SGR�ÚSGDÚCHRSTQAHMFÚÆNBJRÚNEÚRGDDO�Ú@MCÚ

SGDÚCHRNQCDQKXÚLNR@HBÚNEÚÅDKCRÚSG@SÚK@BJDCÚOQNODQÚCQ@HM@FDÚRTQQNTMCHMFÚSGDÚBHSXÚ'DQD�ÚVDÚ

FDSÚ@ÚRDMRDÚNEÚNMDÚNEÚSGDÚMTLDQNTRÚBNMÆHBSRÚBNMBDQMHMFÚK@MCÚTRDÚ@SÚSGDÚSHLDÚ(MÚDMUHQNM-

LDMS@K�ÚDBNMNLHB�Ú@MCÚRNBH@KÚGHRSNQXÚQDRD@QBG�ÚRTBGÚBNMÆHBSRÚ@QDÚVHCDKXÚCHRBTRRDCÚ3GDXÚ

NESDMÚBDMSDQDCÚNMÚHRRTDRÚKHJDÚVGNÚV@RÚ@KKNVDCÚSNÚBNKKDBSÚÅQDVNNCÚHMÚKNB@KÚENQDRSRÚNQÚCQHUDÚ

B@SSKDÚNMÚLD@CNVR�ÚVGHBGÚVDQDÚO@QSÚNEÚSGDÚBHSXiRÚENQSHÅB@SHNM�ÚNQÚDWSQ@BSÚNQDÚEQNLÚBDQS@HMÚ

parts of the landscape, thereby destroying the livelihoods of people living nearby. Similar 

BNMÆHBSRÚBNMEQNMSÚTRÚSNC@XÚ@RÚFKNA@KÚONOTK@SHNMÚFQNVSGÚQDCTBDRÚSGDÚ@QD@Ú@U@HK@AKDÚENQÚTRDÚ

by individuals, aggravated by environmental pollution and climate change. Land and wa-

SDQÚTRDÚBNMÆHBSRÚSGTRÚMNVÚS@JDÚOK@BDÚNMÚ@MÚDUDMÚFQD@SDQÚRB@KDÚSG@MÚV@RÚDUDQÚHL@FHM@AKDÚ

in the past.
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During the nineteenth century, more and more people came to live in the prosperous 

TMHUDQRHSXÚSNVMÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDM�ÚDRODBH@KKXÚ@ESDQÚSGDÚHMSQNCTBSHNMÚNEÚSGDÚQ@HKQN@CÚHMÚ����Ú(MÚ

�����ÚSGDQDÚVDQDÚ������ÚHMG@AHS@MSRnNUDQÚSVHBDÚ@RÚL@MXÚ@RÚNMDÚGTMCQDCÚXD@QRÚD@QKHDQÚ

(today, there are 134,000, a similar size to Cambridge, England). The resulting housing 

shortage inside the city, together with the supposed “neglect” of the city’s surroundings, 

led to administrative activities such as the creation of a new building law (Bauordnung 

für die Stadt Göttingen) in 1877. This law can be traced back through a vast array of do-

cuments in the city archives—and subsequently led to the expansion of the sealed areas 

CTDÚSNÚATHKCHMFRÚ@MCÚHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÚEQNLÚSGDÚ����RÚNMV@QCR�ÚVHSGÚCDUDKNOLDMSRÚADFHM-

ning in the north and southeast of the city. Around 1900, new buildings had already 

reached the borders of the city and the merging of neighboring villages began. Whether 

it was despite these urban advances—the city’s denser population, its sprawl, and the 

QDCTBSHNMÚNEÚTMSHKKDCÚ@QD@RnNQÚADB@TRDÚNEÚSGDL�ÚVDKKÛSNÛCNÚBHSHYDMRÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@QNTMCÚ

this time favored quiet and bucolic places. One example of this trend is the cottage of the 

VQHSDQÚ+NTÚ MCQD@RÛ2@KNL±Ú�����m����	Ú@MCÚGDQÚGTRA@MC�ÚSGDÚ.QHDMS@KHRSÚ%QHDCQHBGÚ"@QKÚ

Andreas, which looked out onto the city from the east, boasting old trees, an orchard, 

vegetable patches, and even a chicken run.

(MÚSGDÚ����R�ÚSGDÚGHRSNQHBÚSNVMÚBDMSDQÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚADB@LDÚDMBHQBKDCÚAXÚK@MCÚADKNM-

ging to the railroad, apartment buildings, a hospital area, developments with two-

family houses with gardens, a villa quarter to the east, and barracks to the south. Quite 

a lot had changed since the days of Heinrich Heine, in part due to advancements in 

building materials driven by new ideologies and infrastructure. The use of asphalt in 

road construction distinctly increased in the second half of the nineteenth century, 

and concrete had already become a widespread building material, as we learn from 

a 1905 edition of Meyers Encyclopedia. This development was intimately linked to 

MNUDKÚ����R���RÚHCD@KRÚNEÚ@ÚB@QÛEQHDMCKXÚSNVMnHCD@KRÚSG@SÚCHCÚMNSÚBNMRHCDQÚSGDÚGHRSNQHBÚ

worth of the fabric of the city and its surroundings. Indeed, the number of commuters 

SNÚ&½SSHMFDMÚMNS@AKXÚHMBQD@RDCÚEQNLÚSGDÚ����RÚNMV@QCR�ÚVGHKDÚSGDÚMTLADQÚNEÚE@LHKXÚ

houses in neighboring villages such as Rosdorf and Bovenden soared.

3NC@X�Ú@OOQNWHL@SDKXÚRDUDMÚODQBDMSÚNEÚSGDÚK@MCÚHMÚ+NVDQÚ2@WNMX�ÚVGDQDÚ&½SSHMFDMÚHRÚRH-

tuated, is sealed by buildings and infrastructure, which equals 3,340 square kilometers, 

or four times the area of Hamburg. The sealing of the soil with infrastructure prevents 

SGDÚÅKSQ@SHNMÚNEÚBNMS@LHM@MSR�Ú KNVDQRÚV@SDQÚRSNQ@FDÚB@O@BHSX�Ú@MCÚOQDBKTCDRÚ SGDÚTRDÚNEÚ
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underlying fertile soils. The regional government in Lower Saxony is at least trying to limit 

K@MCÚBNMRTLOSHNMÚSNÚENTQÚGDBS@QDRÚ@ÚC@XÚAXÚ�����Ú@MCÚ&½SSHMFDMiRÚBHSXÚBNTMBHKÚHRÚ@KRNÚVDKKÚ

aware of the value of open, green spaces for its inhabitants, but admits in its policy guide-

lines from 2012 (Leitbild 2020) that there is an economic need for new commercial areas.1

 RÚ@ÚQDRTKSÚNEÚRTBGÚONKHBHDRÚ@MCÚSGDÚDBNMNLHBÚOTRGÚNEÚSGDÚSVDMSHDSGÚ@MCÚSVDMSXÛÅQRSÚ

centuries, many central European landscapes, especially in the fertile river valleys of 

the Rhine, Main, and Neckar, have been sealed by infrastructure, with buildings re-

placing the original soils, altering the landscape for good. These changes occurred in 

many very small steps from the nineteenth century onwards, with most people beco-

ming accustomed to them and tending to quickly forget how things looked just a few 

years or months earlier. I, for instance, no longer recall how the area covered with new 

ATHKCHMFRÚMD@QÚSGDÚQ@HKV@XÚSQ@BJRÚHMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚKNNJDCÚADENQDG@MCÚ�RDDÚÅFÚ�	Ú3GDQDÚ

V@RÚOQNA@AKXÚ@ÚÅDKC�Ú@ÚO@QJ�ÚNQÚF@QCDMÚOKNSRÚSGDQDÚ3GDÚAQHDEÚFKHLORDRÚ@EENQCDCÚNEÚSGDÚ

landscape when traveling by train perhaps lead me to forget. Nevertheless, I cannot 

ignore a feeling of loss when thinking of what was surely an “ideal” open landscape, 

and the improbability of getting it back. In 1824, Heinrich Heine took a whole day to 

V@KJÚEQNLÚ&½SSHMFDMÚSNÚ.RSDQNCD�ÚNUDQÚ��ÚJHKNLDSDQR�Ú@MCÚQDL@QJDCÚSG@SÚDUDMHMF�Új(Ú

was as tired as a dog and slept like a god.” The fast pace of modern life has apparently 

led to my more cursory perception of this now urban environment.

Changes within urban space often go unnoticed either because of their relative slow-

ness, or, as shown in the nineteenth century, because they are tied to new and un-

questioned ideals of progress and economic development. Many such ideals still offer 

convincing arguments for sealing the land today, even though this is one of our most 

valuable and sensitive resources, which is easily neglected by people—including my-

self—who hurry past in a train or car thinking about their daily grind. One task for the 

environmental historian is, therefore, to record these changes and uncover and trans-

late diverse records documenting landscape change throughout time. Although much 

G@RÚBG@MFDCÚHMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚRHMBDÚSGDÚSHLDRÚNEÚ'DHMQHBGÚ'DHMD�ÚVGDMÚATBNKHBÚRBDMDQXÚ

surrounded the town, not everything points to deterioration. For example, the refores-

SDCÚGHKKRÚD@RSÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@QDÚGHFGKXÚQDF@QCDCÚAXÚQDRHCDMSRÚNEÚSGDÚBHSX�ÚRGNVHMFÚSG@SÚ@Ú

return to more sustainable land use practices is indeed possible in the long run.

Û g/P§@PA>=QHE?DAOÛ(AEP>EH@Û����	hÛ/P=@PÛ#¸PPEJCAJ	Û=??AOOA@Û)=N?DÛ����	ÛDPPLO���SSS
CKAPPEJCAJ
@A�
N=PD=QO�GKJVALPA�SKDJAJÚQJ@Ú>=QAJ�OP=A@PA>=QHE?DAOÚHAEP>EH@Ú����
DPIH
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Further Reading

#DMDBJD�Ú#HDSQHBG�Ú$QMRSÚ!½GLD�Ú@MCÚ1TCNKEÚUNMÚ3G@CCDMÚGöttingen. Geschichte einer Univer-

sitätsstadt. �Ú5NKTLDRÚ&½SSHMFDM�Ú5@MCDMGNDBJÚ�Ú1TOQDBGS�Ú����m����

Heine, Heinrich. Pictures of Travel. Translated by Charles Godfrey Leland. Philadelphia: Schaefer 

& Koradi, 1879, 49–103. https://archive.org/stream/heinrichheinespi00hein?ref=ol#page/n12/

mode/2up.

Wilhelm, Jan Volker. Das Baugeschäft und die Stadt. Stadtplanung, Grundstücksgeschäfte und 

Bautätigkeit in Göttingen 1861–1924Ú&½SSHMFDM�Ú5@MCDMGNDBJÚ�Ú1TOQDBGS�Ú����


